
Build like Rocket

Avengers: 
Your challenge is to build 2 hula hut devices
as quickly as possible.  If you are able to
build them both in less than 1 minute, you
will earn the time stone.  Everybody in your
team must help.  You may have as many tries
as you want.



Hawkeye Aim

Avengers: 
Your challenge is to fill the 4 hoops with the number of
beanbags shown below.  Beanbags must be the same colour
as the hoop they are thrown into.  Beanbags must be thrown
from behind the cones.  Each avanger has 3 throws then
swaps.  Keep throwing until the hoops are filled with the
correct number.  Once completed you will earn the space
stone.



Thors Hammer

Avengers: 
You have to charge up Thors Hammer by completing the
colour circuit.  Take a coloured ball on your racket and
walk/run in and out of the cones.  Once you get to the end,
place the ball onto the correct coloured cone.  Run back and
high five your team mate.  As a team, complete the coloured
circuit to earn the purple power stone.



Think like Vision

Avengers: 
You need to solve the puzzle to make cone set '2'
look identical to cone set '1'.  Each Avenger may
swap 2 cones over that are next to each other.  Then
allow a team mate to do the same.  Once you have
completed both circuits, your team will earn the
yellow mind stone!



Shoot like Spiderman

Avengers: 
Avengers will need to eliminate the 8 enemies (balls
on cones) by kicking their own ball towards it and
knocking it off.  Avengers must stay inside their
central marked zone when kicking.  Should they
hit/miss an enemy, they are to collect their ball and
return to the central area before shooting again.
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